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MODELING AND ANALYSIS USING SAINT :
A COMBINED DISCRETE /CONTINUOUS NETWORK SIMULATION LANGUAGE*

David B. Wortman and Steven D. Duket
Pritsker & Associates , Inc.
West Lafayette, Indiana 47906
Deborah J. Seifert
Aeros pace Medi cal Research Laboratory
Wri ght-Patterson AFB , Ohio 45433

ABSTRACT

SAINT , Systems Analysis of Integrated Networks of Tasks , is a network
modeling and simulation technique developed to assist in the design
and analysis of complex man-machine systems .* SAINT provides the con-
cepts necessary to model systems that consist of tasks (discrete ele-
ments) , state variables (continuous elements), and interactions between
them. It facilitates the assessment of the contributi on that system
components make to overall system performance .

INTRODUCTION

SAINT is a unique and powerful technique that is both a systems modeling
vehicle and a computer analysis tool. It is the only available technique
that al lows engineers and human factors special ists to develop system
models in which men , mach4nes , and env i ronmen tal condi t ions are represen ted
as elements of a network. SAINT models permi t the analyst to investigate
the impac t of component charac ter i stics on overall systerI~ performance
wi thout a major investment in equipment and time and wi thout necessitating
a commi tment to prototype hardware development.

SAINT has been designed , developed , and used for modeling and analyzing
systems in which resources (men and machines) perform tasks subject to
physi cal and environmental constraints . It satisfies the need for a
graphical approach to the modeling and analysis of systems which contain
procedural , ri sk and random elements . For eng i neers and human factors
specialists , SAINT provides modeling capabilities similar to those pro-
vided by circuit diagrams for electri cal engineers , signal flow graphs
and block diagrams for systems analysts , and PERT/CPM networks for project
managers . Further , it provides automatic model analysis capabilities
via the SAINT simulation program.

APPLICATIONS OF SAINT

The appli ca tion of SAINT is extending into many d iverse areas. It i s
ga ining a w ide and enthus iast i c acceptance by systems modelers and

*Thls research has been supported by the United States Air Force under
contract no. F33615-76-C-5012.
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analysts of many disciplines . For example , Pri tsker & Associates , under
contract to the Aerospace Medica l Research Laboratory, Human Engineering Div-
ision , has effectively used SAINT to model and analyze a Remotely Piloted
Vehicle/Drone Control Facility (2,9,10,11). In thi s system, pilotless
ai rcraft are di rected to a target area by operators stati oned at remote
terminals in an underground faci l ity . Ai r Force personnel were i nterested
in the feasibility of this system , the required flight characteristi cs on
system performance, and the effect of envi ronmental and threat factors
on mission performance.

In a non-military application , SAINT was employed by Pri tsker & Associates ,
under contract to the U.S. Department of Commerce , Office of Telecommuni-
cations , to model and analyze communication frequency utilization in a
railroad switching yard . In that model , tasks represented physi cal
operations and communicati ons performed during the swi tching process.
The ava i labl e commun ication frequencies were modeled as resources.
Frequency utili zation was the prime measure of system performance. The
model was used to eval uate the effect of changing comunication frequency
assignments in the railroad switching yard. In that model , tasks repre-
sented physical operations and communications were modeled as resources.
Frequency utilization was the prime measure of system performance. The
model was used to evaluate the effect of changing communication frequency
assignments in the railroad industry on yard operations.

The followi ng is a list of other completed or ongoing modeling and analysis
efforts involving the use of SAINT:

SAINT has been used by the Human Resources Laboratory at
Wright-Patterson Air Force Base to determi ne the feasibility
of i ntegrating human resources data and maintenance task
data wi th a computer simulation technique to form a computer-
based tool for performing safety analyses of nuclear systems (1).

SAINT has been used by the Human Engineering Division of the
Aerospace Medical Research Laboratory at Wright-Patterson
A ir Force Base to model and further investigate psychol ogical
theory (5).

SAINT has been used by the Human Engineering Di vi si on of the
Aerospace Medical Research Laboratory at Wright-Patterson
Air Force Base to analyze multi—function switching and multi-
purpose display concepts in support of the Digital Avionics
Information System (DAIS) advanced development program (6).

SAINT has been used by Purdue University researchers to
investigate the effect of higher degrees of automation ,
different capacities of process limiting operations , and
al ternative task al locations on operator idle time in the
steel industry (7).

SAINT has been used by the Air Force Weapons Laboratory at
Ki rtland A ir Force Base to model In-fl ight aircraft refueling
operatIons (12).
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SAINT has been used by the Marshall Space Fl ight Center to
study the scheduling of experiments for the Spacelab.

SAINT has been used by the School of Aerospace Medi cine at
Brooks Air Force Base to determine crew survivability/vu lner-
abili ty i n a nuclear envi ronment.

SAINT is currently being used by the Crew Integration Branch
of the Aerospace Medical Research Laboratory to study navigation
and electronics warfare officer performance in B-52 missions.

NETWORK MODELING AND ANALYSIS

The SAINT philosophy is to seperate the modeling process from the analysis
process. A graphical approach to modeling is taken in which the system
to be analyzed is represented by a network model . The network model
faci l itates communication regardi ng the characteristics of the system
and also serves as the basis for subsequent system analysis. The SAINT
approach to network modeling and analysis is depicted in Figure 1.
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Figure 1

A SAINT network model is developed using symbols contained ~n the SAINTsymbol set. The fundamental elements of SAINT networks are tasks , re-
sources (personnel and/or equipment) required to perform tasks , and
system status vari ables referred to as state variables . System performance
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is related to whi ch tasks are performed , the manner i n which they are
initiated , utilizati on of the system resources , and the extent to which
certain states of the system are achieved or mainta ined. The SAINT
symbol set (13,14) provides the tools requi red to build models of systems
in whi ch resources perform tasks to accomplish system objectives.

In addi tion to provi ding a flexible set of symbols which are integrated to
form a network model of the system under study, the SAINT model ing approach
allows for the speci fi cation of the conditi ons and constraints under
which the system operates. These conditi ons and constraints may i nclude
such factors as time constraints on resources and the envi ronment wi thin
which the tasks must be performed. By providing the means for specifying
such conditions and constraints, SAINT al lows the analyst to depict
system performance in a variety of situations.

An important factor in the SAINT modeling approach is the analyst’s
experience and knowledge of the system. It is the analyst’s responsibility
to integrate SAINT symbols to form a network model of the system; by
identi fying each task to be performed , the resources required to perform
them, the required task sequences and priori ties , the state variable
rel ationships , the interactions between the model components, and the
envi ronmental conditions under which the system operates. Thus, whi le
SAINT provides the necessary tools for developing system models, it is
the analyst who bui l ds the models by utilizing the tools.

Once the analyst has developed a SAINT model , the SAINT simulation program
wi ll automati call y generate system performance estimates, i.e., ft will
perform an analysis of the network model. The SAINT simula tion program
contains all of the i nstructions necessary to interpret any combination
of SAINT symbols. The input to the SAINT simu l ation program is an alpha-
numeric representation of the network model . It processes the input and
performs a simulation of the network model to obtai n estimates of system
performance.

The level of detai l at which a system or system segment should be modeled
cannot be speci fied a priori . It is the analyst’s responsibility to
determine the level of detail to be Included in the network model based
upon the nature of the problem he Is trying to solve and an analysis of
the task components and their interrelationships . He must decide if it is
suff1cient to model a task as a single unit , or if it is necessary to
model each component individually. Detailed network models of specific
tasks may be included in an overall system model . Further , the output
derived from simulating a detailed model may be used as the description
of a particular task in an overall system model. The concept of hierar-
chi al model ing, where the output of one simulation is used as input to
another, is an inherent aspect of the SAINT modeling and analysis approach.

SAINT MODELING CONCEPTS

A SAINT model contains two basic components. The discrete component of
the model is a network consisting of nodes, branches, resources, and
Information. It Is so named because the SAINT simulation program uses
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di screte event sim ula tion procedures to anal yze this model component.
This continuous component is comprised of the mathematical descriptions
of system variables whose values change continuously over time. The
SAINT simu l ation program uses continuous simu lation procedures to
analyze this model component. In addition , SAINT provides concepts for
modeling and analyzing interactions between the discrete and continuous
components of the model .

DISCRETE MODEL COMPONENT

The discrete component of a SAINT model i s prepared in network form.
The network consists of nodes and branches , where each node represents
a task. Tasks are described in SAINT by a set of characteristics (e.g.,
performance time , priori ty, statisti cs to be collected , resource require-
ments). Addi tional characteristics can be defined by the user to satisfy
any special requirements . Branches connecting the nodes indicate precedence
relati ons and are used to model the sequenci ng requi rements among the
tasks. Complex precedence relations have been designed into SAINT to
allow predecessor-successor relationships which are deterministic , probab-
ilisti c, and conditi onal . Resources perform the tasks in accordance with
the prescri bed precedence relations , subject to resource availability .
Both task characteristics and the basic network flow defined by the pre-
cedence relations may be altered as a functi on of system status.

Tasks can have special roles wi thin the network. Tasks can be at the
beginning of the network , i.e., source tasks. Source tasks are automati cally
released at the start of the simulation . Tasks can also be at the end of
the network , i.e. , sink tasks. Sink tasks signify the possible end points
for the network. When a prescribed number of sink task completions have
occurred , the simulati on is terminated . In addition , it may be desirable
to collect statisti cs at intermediate points wi thin the network. Such
tasks are referred to as statisti cs tasks. SAINT provides numerous
alternatives in the specifi cation of the type of statistics to be collected
at these tasks. It is important to note that the characterizati on of a
task as a source , sink , or statisti cs task is the means by whi ch the modeler
superimposes an information system on the physical processes being modeled.
In using SAINT , it must be remembered that a model of a system is being
developed as well as the means for obtai ning performance stati stics about
the operation of the model. Although this can add some complexity to
the modeling process, it forces the modeler to consider the objective of
his effort at the same time he is developing the model .

Each task IM a SAINT network has two requirements which must be satisfied
before it can be performed. First , a specified number of predecessor
tasks must be completed before the task is released. Second , once the
task has been released , the resources required to perform the task must
be avai la ble. If the resources are ava i lab le , the task is started.
If the resources are not ava i lable , i.e., they are busy performing other
tasks , the task cannot be started. All tasks whi ch have been released
(all predecessor requirements have been satisfied) but whose required
resources are not ava i la ble are ranked In a queue of tasks waiti ng to be
performed according to a user-defined priori ty scheme. When the required
resources are made available due to task completi ons , tasks in the waiting
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queue may be started if their resource requirements can be satisfied using
the newly-available resources.

The basel i ne time requi red to perform a task can be a constant or a sample
drawn from any one of eleven probabili ty distri butions ava i labl e i n SAINT.
It may also be a function of the type of task, the resources performing
the task , the status of the system at the time the task is started, or the
current condi tion of the environment. In SAINT , any functi on that specifies
an effect on baseline task performance is defi ned as a moderator function.
Moderator functi ons are programed by the user in a special SAINT sub-
program.

In addition to identifying the predecessor-successor relationships among
taskh , precedence relations indicate the flow of informati on through the
network . Information is organized into packets , wi th each information
packet containing user-defined attributes that characterize the information
being processed. When a task is completed , the informati on packet residing
at the task is transmitted alon g each branch selected according to the
predecessor-successor relationship specified by the user.

Resources perform tasks either individ ually or in groups. Statisti cs on
resource uti l i zation are automati call y provided by the SAINT simulation
program. Each resource included in the SAINT model is described by a
set of attributes . These attributes are also organized into packets
wi th each packet characterizing a particular resource. Resource attributes
are used i n conjunction wi th the task descripti ons in order to make a
general network model resource-specific.

In many situations , it may be desirable to specify attributes wh ich are
not directly applicable to an informati on-oriented or resource-oriented
characterizati on. These attri butes , being global in nature , do not flow
through or move about the network as information and resource packets do.
These attributes are characterized as sys tem attributes , with one set of
system attributes being associated wi th a SAINT model .

Information , resource, and system attribute va l ues may be assigned or
changed at any task in the network. They can be constants or samples
drawn from any of the eleven probability distributi ons available in SAINT.
Further, attribute values may be a functi on of system status or environ-
mental conditions. If so, the SAINT user can program the necessary
relations in a special SAINT subprogram .

In developing user-written subprograms to be included in a SAINT model ,
local variables and special relationships may be defined . SAINT includes
a number of user-callable subprograms that faci’itate the manipulation of
input and output informati on relating to these variables and relationships .
Subprograms are available to read user-defined input data , generate
stati sti cal summaries based on observations , generate stati sti cal summari es
of time-persistent variables , prepare histograms , and develop time-dependent
plots . Subprograms for initializing statistical information storage arrays
and for generating user-required output reports are also provided .
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CONTINUOUS MODEL COMPONENT

The second component of a SAINT model consists of the descriptions of
state variables . While variables describing the discrete model compon-
ent, such as resource busy/idle status, change values at discrete potnts
in time , state variables change values continuously over time. The
SAINT user defines these state variables by writing the algebrai c,
differential , or difference equations that govern thei r time-dependent
behavior. The incorporation of a continuous component in a SAINT model
is optional. The capability for modeling and analyzing state variables
is similar to that provided by GASP IV (8).

The SAINT user is requi red to write the governing state variable equations
in a special user-written FORTRAN subprogram. State variables repre-
sented by algebraic or difference equations are defined as SS (.) variables .
Those represented by differential equations are written in terms of DO (.)
variables . SAINT uses a variable step-size Runge-Kutta-England (RKE)
algorithm to integrate the DD (.) variable equations. The RKE al gorithm
is used to obtain a solution to a set of simultaneous first order ordin-
ary differential equations. Higher order differential equations can be
modeled by putting the equati ons in canonical form. Any combination of
00 (.) and SS (.) vari ables may be modeled in SAINT.

Information concerning the time-dependent performance of state variables
may be output in three forms. The output may consist of plots of the
values of state variables versus time , tables of the values of state
variables versus time , and time-integrated statistical summaries of state
variable va l ues. The user may specify any combination of the three types
of output for each state variable included in the model .

DISCRETE and CONTINUOUS COMPONENT INTERACTIONS

SAINT provides the capability of discrete event simulation wi th the i ncor-
poration of the discrete model component. Wi th the provision of methods for
mode l~ng state variablec SAINT offers those capabilities most often
associated wi th analo~ or continuous simulation . In addition to these ,
SAINt provides a number of concepts for modeling and analyzing interactions
between ~‘e discrete and continuous model components.

The interactions between tasks and state variables are initiated either by
tasks being completed or by state variables crossing specified threshold
val ues. Upon completion of a task , state variables may be discretely
regulated by Increas ing or decreas ing their values. In additi on, task
completions can cause the values of logical variables to be changed. State
var iab le equation forms or the structure of the task network can be altered
as s function of the values of these logical variables. In this manner ,
the discrete component of the model affects the continuous component.

Threshold crossings by state variables can cause task predecessor require-
ments to be reduced. In this way, the values of state variables can affect
the Initiation of task performance and/or the precedence relations between
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tasks. Threshold cross i ngs can also cause the values of log ica l var iables
to be changed. State variable equation forms or task precedence relations
can be altered as a function of logical variable values .

THE SAINT SIMULATION PROGRAM

The SAINT simul ati on program is des i gned to simulate SAINT models consisting
of any combination of SAINT symbols. Data cards that describe the model
serve as input to the program. The data cards are prepared in a special
free-fomat, wi th input fields seperated by comas. An extensive input
error—checking feature is included to assist users in debugging their
models. For production runs , a more efficient non-error-checking option
nay be selected.

The SAINT simulation program is written in ANSI Standard FORTRAN IV and can
be run on any machine that has the necessary compiler. The only machine-
specifi c subprogram required is a pseudo-random number generator.

The modular design of the SAINT simulation program allows efficient use of
core storage by providing the means to develop a storage-saving overlay
structure . In its unoverlayed form , the program requi res approximately
55,000 decimal words of core storage. This figure can be altered signif-
icantly by increasing or decreasing program dimensions to satisfy model
requirements .

DOCUMENTATION, AVAILABIL iTY , and SUPPORT

During the four year SAINT development process , numerous technical docu-
ments were prepared. However, all SAINT documentation has now been incor-
porated in four technical reports:

The symbolism and terminology required for modeling systems
usi ng SAINT are presented in Simu l tation Using SAINT:
A User-Oriented Instruction Manual (13).

The procedures for using the SAINT simulation program
to analyze SAINT models are described in The SAINT
User ’s Manual (14).

The overall structure and indi vidual FORTRAN subprograms
of the SAINT simulati on program are described in
Documentation for the SAINT Simulati on Program (3).

The use of an external statistical analysis package to
analyze SAINT output Is described in Analyzing SAINT
Output Us1nQ SPSS (4).

Information on how to obtain SAINT documentation , the SAINT simulation
program , or support in SAINT modeling efforts is available from the authors.

8



SUMMARY

Decomposing an overall system into its components and then providing a
vehicle to integrate the components into system performance measures is
in the true spiri t of the system approach to problem -solving. SAINT
provides this capability . It is continuing to prove to be a useful ,
powerfu l , and flexible tool for modeling and analyzing complex systems .
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